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Gene therapy is applicable as a parametric system 
to change urban regeneration. 
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Gxy is composed of different elements, The paper is 
to demonstrate a design system which is supposedly 
on architecture of vdricus fijnction? and 
sidentiai tower is now chosen as a prototype 
for experiment because of its appropriatescaleto begin 
w i t h a n d h i g h p o p u l a r i t y i n H o n g K o n g . 
B v t a k i n g t h e s e p a n s m e t e r s r o d r i v e a d e s ' O f ^ 
a f c h i t e > : t u e elements would be responsive 
t o certain cMtena. T o o b t a i n t h e dJta rrom the 
b u i l t e n v i r o n m e n t . 2 r e s p o n s i v e m a c h i n e s a r e 
d e v e l o p e d a n d u s e d f o r s i t e a n a l y s i s , o n e f o r 
u n l i o h t , t h e o t h e r f o r v i e w o b n a c i e s . 
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The thesis demonstrates 
a design system, 
supposedly applicable 
on architecture of various 
functions and scales. 
Residential tower is 
chosen as a prototype 
for experiment due to its 
i igh popularity in HK. 
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the homogeneous future of hong kong 
"Genetic architecture is a morphogenetic 
paradigm predicated onthegenerativeformation 
Hypothesis of architecture based on an internal principle."' 
Gene therapy is applicable as a parametric system 
to change urban regeneration. 
Objectives 
To challenge the common top-down, 
development strategy in the Chinese context, 
which usually leads to standard monotonous 
structure neglecting the environment, the thesis 
aims to develop a tactic to provide opportunities 
for spontaneous regeneration, through a digital 
experiment of a particular architectural typology, 
single tower. By exploring a generic prototype 
that can be applied to high-density fabric, it 
can evolve as varied elements, according to 
environmental forces and local constraints. On 
potential plots,performativeresidentialtowersare 
introduced as the generative elements for public 
spaces and cityscape. Such an urban injection 
could be a counter proposal of the conventional 
renewal approach, like an organ transplant; a 
neighborhood is completely replaced by a large-
scale new development. 
Keywords 
Parametric System, Performative, Environment, 
Multiscalar 
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"Cities are perceived as dynamic 
matters; this increased level of 
articulated complexity can be 
realized by parametric design 
systems. Thus, systematic, 
adaptive, variation and 
continuous differentiation 
concerns all design tasks from 
















City is composed of different elements, the paper is 
to demonstrate a design system which is supposedly 
applicable on architecture of various functions and 
scales. Residential tower is now chosen as a prototype 
for experiment because of its appropriate scale to begin 
with and high popularity in Hong Kong. 
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i conventional way to design a tower, 
•ing a building as discrete elements 
:paper is trying to develop a different 
n to design from the intangible, 










































P a r a m e t e r s By taking these parameters to drive a design, architecture elements would be responsive 
to certain criteria. To obtain the data from the 
built environment, 2 responsive machines a e 
developed and used for site analysis, one for 
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This is an exercise to extract the existing gene of 
tower, a typical typology in Hong Kong, by ima 
case study as a real parametric practice. Each tow 
unique footpr int along the design path (above & 
research strategy is to regenerate f rom such p 
by replacing these genes, redefined by some m 
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R E S P O N S I V E 
A R C H I T E C T U R E 
Bytakingtheseparameterstodriveadesign.architectureetements would be 
responsive to certain criteria.To obtain the data from the built environment, 
2 responsive machines are developed and used for site analysis, one for 





i 1 Performance Evaluation 
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Two responsive tools 
are used for site analysis, 
for sunlight and view 
obstacles. The action 
genes are evaluated in 
response to developer, 
occupant and the 
community, calibrated 
with the specific site 
potential and constraint. 
This approach provides 
opportunity andflexibility 
asonecanchoosedifferent 
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Gene Exoloration 
These local case studies act as a 
research to understand how to 
generate a residential tower. The 
above checklist helps to extract 
the parameters from the exisitng 
standards and rules, as a reasonable 
basis, for further explorations. 
This is an exercise to extract the 
existing gene of a pencil tower, a 
typical typology in Hong Kong, by 
imagining a case study as a real 
parametric practice. Each tower has 
its unique footprint along the design 
path. The research strategy is to 
regenerate from such prototype by 
replacing these genes, redefined by 
some multiscalar parameters, such 
as light, view, etc. 
site classification [void] 
Shaped by the Outline Zoning Plan, maximum 
building mass is defined according to site class 
and and use. 




0.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 80. 100.0 
scLc [3Lpr_10 
scLb [2Lpr—9 
scLa [ lLp —8 
qfa concessions [void] 
Green features, amenities, building services, 
public passageway, setback, etc. are discounted 
from max. GFA. 
—b—bonus gross floor area % 
—d—disregarded gross f area % 
—e—exempted gross floor area % 
gfa concessions 
exempted gfa disregarded gfa bonus gfa 
80.0 
site coverage [void] 
To encourage mixed programs on lower floors, 
100% site coverage is permitted below 15m. It is 
often fully built due to high rent for commercial. 
_scd_site coverage [above 15m] 
—scb—site coverage [below] 
site coverage [above 15m] sea 

























The core setback allows larger space, for good 
units on the view side. 
—V—view direction 
—s—setback 
view direction v 
w [270] n [360] 
massing [structure] 
To maximize the view & visual depth, building is 
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Number & size of units matter when there are 
structural wails in between. 
_u_number of units 
_usr—unit size range 
number of units_u 
0 2 4 10 
perforation [envelope] 
They are functional, statutory & critical elements 











site coverage 100% prevents 
public spaces from happening in 
most private developments 
offset from site boundary to 




su_sun facing side 
St street side 
performance = 
evaluation community 
2 green spaces of different 
characters, more open and more 
protected 
gvl_green [void] d 
Practice notes encourage developers to 
dedicate public passage by granting bonus 
GFA, but usually those spaces are not 
welcoming. There were a regulation requires 
building to provide an open space (G/F), the 
green—void action is based on that suggested 
percentage. While bonus GFA is granted for 
this, to enhance the quality and pubticness of 
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+ + + 
-50.0 -25.0 0.0 +25.0 
sun facing side setback [above]—su 
+50.0 
extruded building 
profille does not react to 
neighboring public space 
and buildings 
total sunlight hours 
per day in winter 
30m 
shifting the tower to the 
sun facing side, street 
side to maximize sunlight 
hours to the spaces/ 
buildings on the other 
side, o vice versa 
su—sun facing side 
St street side 
more light to the space 
behind building 
IvIJight [void] 
The majority of towers in Hong Kong are by 
vertical extrusion. The light_v id—1 action is 
challenging this assumption. The building 
profile changes in relationship to sun angles to 
optimize sunlighting hours. While bonus GFA 
on the upper floors, to compensate the loss of 
the lower, could be considered, to enhance the 
surrounding sunlight is the issue to discuss. 
+ + + 
- H - + 
0.0 10.0 20.0 
effect eff 








l ight carves into the 
buidling mass, creating 
stepping terraces for 
activities 
9m 
light penetrates down 
to the ground open 
space, in both direct 
and diffuse ways 
lv2Jight [void] 
Similar to ight—void—1 action, but light is 
carving into the building mass, according to 
the other constraints. As a result, private and 
publicterracesarecreated,with various lighting 
hours and conditions, providing opportunities 
for interconnected skygradens for activities. 
Also, at certain preiod of time, light could even 
penetrate down to some urban spaces on the 
ground. 
+ + + + d _ 
+ + + + o 
-hh-hh 7' 





















hours in winter 
more tight, 





higher floor height 
floor heights 






dark space is lit 




0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 ^50.0 












While the typical structure of solid core is 
detached from the units, there could be more 
possibilities for sustainability. Cross venti atioin 
is promoted through the circulations and 
apartments. Another impact is that communal 
spaces are formed around and along the more 
transparent core. 
+ - H - d 






Floor heights of residential are often standard 
for economic reasons and efficiency. This 
action is trying to explore the possibility to 
introduce light condition as a driver to design 
the buidling . After all, living units could be 

















+ + + 
+ + 
— ^ ^ 00 
effect eff 
at upper level, obstacles are in 
limited directions and give less 
effects 
\ 
at medium level, effects are 
quite even creating similar 
interior spaces 
r i _ 
space in the south is greatly 
enlarged due to the very close 




There is always a relationship between the view 
and units, the more the view, the larger the 
unit will be. Yet, this view_structure_l action 
aims to challenge the norm, by providing 
larger interior space when less exteriors can be 




0.0 10.0 lO.O 
effect_eff 












Instead of changing the interior space by 
affecting the partition inside, like view— 
structure—"!, this action 2 is sought to influence 
the outside by modifying its urban form also. 
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e[90] 
direction [angle]—a 
[180] w [270] 
total sunlight: 
hours on facade 
as input to design 
balcony and 
























Balcony is one of the most exempted GFA, 
the green—envelope action is sought to 
further justify how such a critical exemption 
should be modified. If the balcony serves as 
a shading device at a right condition for an 
appropriate direction (better performance), 
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—light [envelope] 
Light—envelope introduces an active 
manipulation of sun light. By tilting the angle 
of the facade, reflected light direction can 
utilized for designated spaces where sun is 
preferred or sun light could never reach, at 
certain peiord of time or specific season. 
+ + + 
+ + 
























on facade as 
input to design 
shading device 























There is always a relationship between the 
view and units, the more the view, the larger 
the unit will be. Yet, this view—structure action 
aims to challenge the norm, by providing 
larger interior space when less exteriors can be 

















site coverage 100% prevents 
public spaces from happening in 








0.0 10.0 20.( f , 40.0 
sun facing side setback [below]—su 
50.0 
l ^ i 
offset from site boundary to 




su_sun facing side 
St street side 
performance de e pe 
“ • occupant 
evaluation community 
2 green spaces of different 
characters, more open and more 
protected 
gv1 green [void 
Practice notes encourage developers to 
dedicate public passage by granting bonus 
GFA, but usually those spaces are not 
welcoming. There were a regulation requires 
building to provide an open space (G/F), the 
green—void action is based on that suggested 
percentage. While bonus GFA is granted for 
this, to enhance the quality and publicness of 
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While the typical structure of solid core is 
detached from the units, there could be more 
possibilities for sustainability. Cross ventilatioin 
is promoted through the circulations and 
apartments. Another impact is that communal 
spaces are formed around and along the more 
transparent core. 
+ + + d 
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hours on facade 
as input to design 
balcony and 
planter for green 



























Balcony is one of the most exempted GFA, 
the green—envelope action is sought to 
further justify how such a critical exemption 
should be modified. If the balcony serves as 
a shading device at a right condition for an 
appropriate direction (better performance), 












+ + + 
extruded bui lding 
profille does not react to 
neighboring public space 
and buildings 
total sunlight hours 




shifting the tower to the 
sun facing side, street 
side to maximize sunlight 
hours to the spaces/ 
buildings on the other 
side, or vice versa 
su—sun facing side 
St—street side 
more l ight to the space 
behind bui lding 
Ivl-light [void] 
The majority of towers in Hong Kong are by 
vertical extrusion. The light—void—1 action is 
challenging this assumption. The building 
profile changes in relationship to sun angles to 
optimize sunlighting hours. While bonus GFA 
on the upper floors, to compensate the loss of 
the lower, could be considered, to enhance the 
surrounding sunlight is the issue to discuss. 





-^nn -25 ^ +25.0 
sun facing side setback [above]_su 
+5 0 0.0 10.0 
effect_eff 
200 30.0 40.0 50.0 
light carves into the 
buidl ing mass, creating 










light penetrates down 
to the ground open 
space, in both direct 





Similar to light—void—1 action, but light is 
carving into the building mass, according to 
the other constraints. As a result, private and 
publicterracesarecreated,with various lighting 
hours and conditions, providing opportunities 
for interconnected skygradens for activities. 
Also, at certain preiod of time, light could even 
















ti lted envelopes 





Light—envelope introduces an active 
manipulation of sun light. By tilting the angle 
of the facade, reflected light direction can 
utilized for designated spaces where sun is 
preferred or sun light could never reach, at 










hours in winter 
more light, 
lower floor height 
0,0 
_ _ _ 10.0 
less light, 
higher floor height 
15m 
floor heights 






dark space is lit 






Floor heights of residential are often standard 
for economic reasons and efficiency. This 
action is trying to explore the possibility to 
introduce light condition as a driver to design 
the buidling . After all, living units could be 
upgraded as better conditions are obtained. 
+ + + + 










Instead of changing the interior space by 
affecting the partition inside, like view— 
structure—1, this action 2 is sought to influence 
the outside by modifying its urban form also. 





0.0 10,0 20.0 
effect eff 












at upper level, obstacles are in 







at medium level, effects are 
quite even creating similar 
interior spaces 
space in the south is greatly 
enlarged due to the very dose 




There is always a relationship between the view 
and units, the more the view, the larger the 
unit will be. Yet, this view—structure—1 action 
aims to challenge the norm, by providing 
larger interior space when less exteriors can be 
enjoyed. This creates a vareity of space. 
++ 
++++ 
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on facade as 
input to design 
shading device 






















There is always a relationship between the 
view and units, the more the view, the larger 
the unit w be. Yet, this view—structure action 
aims to challenge the norm, by providing 
larger interior space when less exteriors can be 
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This chart is summarizing the evaluation of the proposed action 
genes in response to various stakeholders, including developer, 
occupant and the community. However, the shortcoming is that 
the evaluation is justified from a generic abstract model, which 
has to be calibrated. 
Here comes above the v 
priority of different stakel. 
case to case. Take below , 
the main user so it counts 
second when they are he 
different plots as a rege 
condit ions vary from plac 
site adaptation, it is esser 
certain parameters re fe r r 
of a specific site. In Sai Yir 
view > green > light. 
for 
site adaptation to 
specific site potential 
similar grades indicate close level of performance, 
while the genes are different, the result are not 
the same, which allows and flexibility, against 
monotony 
1 _GV1 +LV 1 +LS 1 
17.6+14.0+12.6 -44 .2 
2—VE1 +GE1 
—20.4 + 24.2 44.6 
"T4 VS 1 +VB2 + GS 1 
_2 . +21.0 +25.3 =66.3 
5 LV2 + GS1+LE1 
_31.2 +25 .3+ 9.0 =65.5 
ght adjustment according to the 
ders, which can be modif ied from 
an example, occupant is obviously 
iOst.The communi ty should be the 
:ats nearby. This can be applied to 
ration tool. As the environmental 
to place, thus as a critical step for 
3 to further modify the grading of 
to the potential and constraints 
Pun, for instance, illustrated below, 
This approach provides opportuni ty and flexibility 
for the urban genes as one can cl^oose different 
performative genes for their intentions. The site 
becomes the field to test and modify the above 
new types, composed of various genes, for the 
further regeneration. The effects evolve and are 
accumulated in the urban process. 
T0 
P R O T O T Y P E 
c—shun on building 
rung on street 






























Various sizes of 
units are possible, 
in relation to the 
different amount 
of view that the 
occupants can 
obtain from inside. 
This gives variety 
and choice. 
Furthermore, 
g5 tries to offer 
opportunity to 
optimize the 
enjoyment of the 
exterior view from 
the bay window, 
generated from 




behaves in a 
complex way, in 
response to the 
surroundings. 
The condition is 




for planters but also 
in a negotiation 
that not to block 
the direct sunlight 
to the underneath. 
The vel windows 
illustrate how the 
space is structured 






and interior space. 
Various size of 
unils ate possible, 
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ving to the 
inditions 
ntations 
S A M E S I T E C H O I C E S 
T 2 [ 4 4 . E ] 
V E 1 + G E 1 
T 3 [ 4 4 . 4 ] 
V S 1 + V E 1 






This approach provides opportuni ty 
and flexibility for the urban genes 
as one can choose different 
performative genes for their 
intentions.The site becomes the field 
to test and modify the above new 
types, composed of various genes, 
for the further regeneration. The 
effects evolve and are accumulated 
in the urban process. 
20-29/f 
T4 
unit with baconly 
or even private 
terraced skyqatden. 
ANCE VARIATIONS 
The carving of 
building mass 
by generates 





activities. It adds 
complexity to the 
vertical relationship. 
Tilted mirrors or 
reflecting devices 
are aimed to 
actively manipulate 








also serving as 
the refuge floors. 
Opportunity to have 
different apartment 
mix, including single 
floor and loft unit; 
private 












frame core also 
allows communal 
spaces around and 
along the vertical 
circulation. 
As the size of 
interior space 
reacts and changes 
in relationship to 
the surrounding 
obstacles. It starts 
to define certain 
patterns on the 
facade according 
to the performance 
required. 
Diverse types of 
housing units 
composed of 
various mix of 
interior space and 
balcony. Vertical 
merging of spaces 
to form a unit is 
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THESIS A^BSTRACT 
Gene therapy is applicable as a parametric system to 
change urban regeneration. 
To challenge the top-down development in 
the Chinese context, which usually leads to standard 
monotonous structure, neglecting the environment, 
the thesis aims to provide opportunit ies for 
spontaneous regeneration, through a experiment 
^ of a specific typology, single residential tower. By 
exploring the generic prototype, applied to dense 
fabric, it evolves as varied elements, according to 
environmental forces and local constraints. 
Performative towers create conditions for 
different public spaces and cityscape wi th nature. 
Such an urban injection could bea counter proposalof 
the conventional renewal approach; a neighborhood 
is completely replaced by a large-scale project. The 
multiscalar, recursive parametric principle enables 
the emergence of new architectural effects out ofi-
wholes that are not reducible to their components.^j 
Therefore, cities can grow organically and in an 
evolutionary way by the responsive and interactive 
housings accumulated through the urban process. 
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In the st<ycity of Mont St 
Michel, there ©cists an 
interconnected network. 
Throughout the network, 




rif?t.work. This r> ntorpr(?ted 
as the vortical pdih with 
:enes of void spaces irr.ide a 
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lighteen different house 
yp^ are OjnsTjijcred by 354 
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N 
The yard of the above building 15 
theroofofthebelcw.Masouleh's 
Townscape is composed of 
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the land 
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begins while the 
accumulated effects of 
solids and voids take 
place in a single tower and 
hence the urban process. 
The site is the field to test 
and modify the types, 
affected by various genes, 
for evolution. 
Each section of Habitat contains 
11 units and occupies 20% of 
the cutting plane. Adapting it to 
a high dense context, density is 
increased, creating larger void 
but shared by more units.. 
Habitat 
S T A C K I N G 
SOLID [ + ] 
VOID [-] 
Eighteen different house 
types are constructed by 354 
modular units, solid and void are 
distributed nicely to optimize 
light and view. 
Mont St Michel 
SUBTRACT 
VOID [-] 
In the skycity of Mont St 
Michel, there exists an 
interconnected network. 
Throughout the network, 
nodes of various sizes can be 
found. 
Some major paths are 
recognized from the com pi ex 
network. This is interpreted 
as the vertical path with 
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The yard of the above building is 
theroofofthebelow.Masouleh's 
townscape is composed of 
these terracing decks, following 
the land. 
Rather than as a result of the 
landscape, it can be actively 
applied for the making of 
balcony and shading device, 
with different angles and 
orientations. 
1 
Each seaion of Habitat coma ins 
11 units and occupies 20% of 
the cutting plane Adapting it to 
a high dense contex i density is 
increased, creating larger VOKJ 
but shared by more units.. 
The left over space , 
afterthedistr ibut ion 
of public solid 








[ + ] 
Eighteen different house 
types are constructed bv 354 
mcxjular units, solid and void are 
dismbuted nicely to optimize 
l i jh t and view. 
‘ I 




I am Cores are located 
according to site 
constraints and 
conditions. 
I i(iht voids do not 
only contribute to 
Che neighborhood by 
providing the space 
ai i l ie mid levd, but it 
diso serves as a void to 
rillnw light penetration 
towards the ground 
open spaces or other 
sky gardens at the 
lowei levels. 
v a i c 
SUBTRACTION C-] 
SUBTRACTION [-] 
4 2 Typological Regeneration 
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Continuous green loof 
iTieiy be created in the 
sky, both visually and 
physcially. It enhance 
ihe connectivity and 
the crivironmenl at the 
iipppi Ipvel of skycity. 
I vs2 
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P H A S E 1 2 
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i 1 / 
Both density and void space 
increase according to different 
scenarios and nee-is E^uidirup 
type evolves throughout the 
urtvan process 
nteiconnected 3nd responsive 
solids cind voids Cf^ ate ditierent 
profiles tor po-^ sibilitie-^ . 31 so 
reHected b\ The changino 
sk\'line 
Roof top view shows that v^ rtctv 
anddivcr5ilvdtepresefvedfor tho 
urban fjbnc Venous scen.Mio^  
enaWo diftofont inteMctions M 
orchiUKtural scale onq pt^ncit 
towm t>Ktu w i 1t nxwtr ”(vi below 
Green voids m the dir add v^ iue 
by giving pl^ nrmg'. visual!/ for 
the community, especially in rhe 
edtlyphdoes Ldteron.coritinuo'js 
green roof nrey be created m the 
sky, both ••/isudliy and physcidliy 
It enhance the connectivit/ and 
rhe environment at the upp^ f 
level of skycity 
Level • 
Light voids do not only con tribute 
totheneighborhood byproviding 
the space at the mid level, but 
it al: o serves as a void to allow 
light penetration towards the 
ground open spaces or other sky 
gardens at the lower levels This s 
a conpensat on and negotiation 
between high densir/and quality 
of the habitat 
Ground Level 
N 0 r ma 11 y vt e vv I s o p 11 Ti I zed f o r the 
building, especially fcr the units 
However, this denxjnstrates the 
concern at iower ievel. Existing 
view depth is preserved and the 
p^ace with least view is allocated 
with public programs that dees 
not requi reviews toward scutsi'de 
It forms an interconnected 







^ i - I 
ie parametric system 
is adaptable to different 
contexts in HK. In a 
diverse and dense 
example like Sai Ying 
Pun, various scenarios 
enable interactions at 
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The parametric system for the generat ion 
of pencil skyscrapers is highly adaptable 
and supposed to be applicable to 
different contexts in Hong Kong, or 
similar scenarios over the wor ld. For a 
better and more effective impact, both 
for architecture and urbanism. The site 
should possess 3 factors, including high 
density, great diversity and the need for 
renewal 'plan. Here are 8 of the many 
possible sites in Hong Kong. Sai Ying Pun, 
after the suivey (left), is the best case to 
demonstrate how this powerful system 
can be applied and adapted. 
PHASE PHASE 2 P h / 
gipp^ 
• h n ~ green void 
_ 
O 40m 
I s t u i t t u m• light void 
r view depth 







3 PHASE 4 
Level +60 
Green voids in the air add value 
by giving plantings visually for 
the community, especially in the 
early phases. Later on, continuous 
green roof may be created in the 
sky, both visually and physcially. 
It enhance the connectivity and 
the environment at the upper 
level of skycity. 
Level +30 
i 
Light voids do not only contr ibute 
to thene ighborhood byproviding 
the space at the mid level, but 
it also serves as a void to allow 
light penetration towards the 
ground open spaces or other sky 
gardens at the lower levels. This is 
a conpensation and negotiat ion 
between high density and quality 








Normallyview is opt imized for the 
building, especially for the units. 
However, this demonstrates the 
concern at lower level. Existing 
view depth is preserved and the 
space wi th least view is allocated 
wi th public programs that does 
not require viewstowardsoutside. 
It forms an interconnected 










• 3 PHASE 4 
Both density and void space 
increase according to different 
scenarios and needs. Building 
type evolves throughout the 
urban process. 
Interconnected and responsive 
solids and voids create different 
profiles for possibilities, also 
reflected by the changing 
skyline. 
PHASE PHASE 2 PH AI 
-Sip 
LP ' Z p 
m 
A . 1 . Rooftop view shows that variety and diversity are preserved for the urban fabric. Various scenarios 
enable different interactions at 
architectural scale among pencil 
towers. Each case is demonstrated 
4—2—Typological Regeneration. 
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i l l : 
Within the same system, 
closed public programs, 
decks allowing light 
penetration towards 
spaces below and green 
sky corridors are possible. 
The multiscalar principle 
also enhances the quality 
of the apartments. 
Green voids in the air add value 
by giving plantings visually for 
the community, especially in the 
early phases. Later on, continuous 
green roof may be created in the 
sky, both visually and physcially. 
It enhance the connectivity and 
the environment at the upper 
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Normally v iewisopt imizedfor the 
building, especially for the units. 
However, this demonstrates the 
concern at lower level. Existing 
view depth is preserved and the 
space wi th least view is allocated 
wi th public programs that does 
not require viewstowardsoutside. 
It forms an interconnected 
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VIEW STAIRS 
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Light voids do not only contribute 
to the neighborhood l3y providing 
the space at the mid level, but 
it also serves as a void to allow 
light penetration towards the 
ground open spaces o other sky 
gardens at the lower levels. This is 
a CO pensation and negotiation 
between high density and quality 
of the habitat. 
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jRowing the rriultiscalar and 
cursive approach, the addition 
id subtration strategies ateo 
xitribute to the creation of 
''ivatespaceforth^ units, enabling 




The above catalogue sheVv's the variou? 
combined conditions and possible 
application of the architectural component 
in relationship to the configuratKr^a of 
twisting fins. Right ts showing an example 
hov the overall is organized and e^oK'ed. 





Actions are the 
u ' c h r e t t u r J mentions 
tuttitensify Of lelejse 
the ‘ xi^lifK) firl 
con - i t io -sc f green, 
view or li'cht. 
ACTIONS 
W. II l<v:il(uri 
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H<-VfHj'^iVi' s l r w r l u r i l 
is c+ia;en to inco^pcr; 
range o^ per fo rmat ive qualit ies 
among green, light and vifw. As 
the cuilding typdoyy is housing. 
Tfii' rfrt.-imry .T H Tntuwi 
is 'ather t m p o ' t a n t This :ecTon c 
system a l o w s mass cus tom zation 
in 3 sen-e that the major pans of the 
units are stundaruijed iri:o c&tjiu 
tyfw" w h — t f i e resjHr MVt" 
architecturale'-velocevanenoaliows 
several qualities a-d possibilities, for 
instance, calcony, yard and external 











creating varied housing 
units. This tectonic 
system allows mass 
customization for 
addition of yard, balcony 
and duplex's external 





Following the multiscalar and 
ecLirsive approach, the addition 
and subtration strategies also 
contribute to the creation of 
private space forthe units, enabling 
changing qualities, answering the 
environment. 



















Actions are the architectural intentions 
to intensify o release the existing field 
conditions of green, view or light. 
The vertical twist ing fin structure is to 
demonstrate a simple translation of 
density [plan] and wid th [elevation], 
the geometry can be very different 




These catalogues show the various 
combined conditions and possible 
application of the architectural 
components in relationship to the 
configuration of twisting fins. Right is 
showing an example how the overall is 
organized and evolved. 
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m e t r i c 
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Responding to the 
environment, mass 
customization, by 
the structural skin, 
allows different 
qualities for units. 
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C A A D R I A Z D 1 • CONFERENCE PAPER 
URBAN GENE THERAPY: 
PARAMETRIC |RE |GENERATION 
Abstract. Gene therapy is applicable as a Paranietnc System to 
change Urban Regeneration. 
To challenge the common top-down, development strategy in the 
Chinese context that usually leads to standard monotonous structure, 
neglecting the environment, the paper aims to develop a tactic to 
provide opportunities for spontaneous regeneration, through a digital 
experiment of an architectural typology, single tower. By exploring a 
generic prototype that can be applied to high-density fabric, it evolves 
as varied elements, according to environmental forces and local 
constraints. On potential plots, performative residential towers are 
introduced as the generative elements for public spaces and cityscape. 
Such an urban injection could be a counter proposal of the 
conventional renewal, like an organ transplant; a neighborhood is 
completely replaced by a large-scale new development. 
Keywords. Parametric System, Environment, Performative, 
Multiscalar 
1. System 
Cities are perceived as dynamic matters; this increased level of articulated 
complexity can be realized by parametric design systems. Thus, systematic, 
adaptive, variation and continuous differentiation concerns all design tasks 
f rom urbanism to tectonic detail. 
urban 
c i t y _ / \ residential 
\ s i n g i e tower 
Figure I. City Elements. 
City IS composed of different elements the paper is to demonstrate a design 
system which is supposedly applicable on architecture of various functions 
and residential tower is now chosen as a prototype for experiment because of 
Its appropriate scale to begin with and high popularity in Hong Kong. 
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Figure 2. Single Tower 
This IS a conventional way to design a tower, considering a building as 
discrete elements but this paper is trying to develop a different approach to 
design from the intangible, multiscalar parameters, as shown below. 
URBAN GENE THERAPY: 
PARAMETRIC [REIGENERATION 
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Figure 3. Multiscalar Parameters. 
By taking these parameters to drive a design, architecture would be 
responsive to certain criteria. As the parameters are not confined by scale, so 
the design system for a tower, as my intent, is just one of the vast possible 
elements in the city. Let us then extract the parameters of a pencil tower. 
Please refer to attachment titled Booklet—CAADRIA2010—8. 
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fO i d s t ruGtu re 
This is an exercise to extract the existing gene of a pencil 
tower, a typical typology in Hong Kong, by imagining a 
case study as a real parametric practice. Each towei has its 
unique footprint along the design path (above left). The 
research strategy is to regenerate from such prototype 
by repl'icing these genes, redefined by some multiscalat 
parameters, such as light, view, etc. 
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less l ight 
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qt'a mass core 
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pert 
Floor heights of esidentia are often standard 
for economic reasons and efficiency. This 
action is trying to explore the possibility to 
introduce light condition as a driver to design 
the buidling . After all. living units could be 
upgraded as bene conditions are obtained. 
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Boy window is an important feature in Hong 
Kong lesidentials because ot its partial GFA 
exemptions. This action i to incorporate the 
bay window with shciding device, which has a 
potential to become the intermediate space 
of cerloin quality, responding to the outside 
environment. 
G 5 w 
quality 
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l l l is ( J i c U t (left) IS surnrnan/irKj ‘ 
• l u a t onof thepmposeci ac tiorujones 
in response to various siakehoiders, 
including developer, occupant and the 
community. However, the shortcoming 
is that the evaluation is justified from a 
generic abstract model, which has to 
be calibrated. 
Here comes (right) the weight 
adjustment according to the priority 
of different stakeholders, which can be 
modified from case to case. Take below 
as an example, occupant is obviously 
the main user so it counts most. The 
community should be the second 
when they are habitats nearby. 
. 2 ] G 1 + g 2 + g 3 
unit pert 
v o i d j i uc tu re : 
Both g l and g2 allow possibility to 
integrate building envelope with 
urban landscape, especially in such a 
t p g apical site as Sai Ying Pun. Large 
and high headroom public space on 
the ground floor is also created by g3 
due to the less light condition. The 
structural pattern could express the 
form of light distribution on facade. 
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Var ious size of 
un i ts are poss ib le , 
in re la t ion t o t h e 
ex ter io r spat ia l 
79.5 cond i t i ons . 








T2 .4] G4 + G5 
s i in iL i i oi.ulosiiiilu |HMl() i i i i , i i i ( . f , 
vvliilo tlio NT m rliIloi>uil, ilio U'MJI  .JIO n… 
the Njiiie. wlik'ti (.h-Mios v.uierv and tl«.\xfhiliiy 
T I G 1 + G 2 + G 3 
17.6+ 14.0+12.6 = 44.2 
T2_G4 + G 5 
24.0 + 20.4 = 44.4 
T3—G5 + G 6 
20.4 + 24.2 = 44.6 
r j ' ; r j I his ran be applied to rJifforent pi( 
regeneration tool. As the envirDnrnr-nidl 
conditions vary from place to place, thus as a 
critical step for site adaptation, it is essential 
to further modify the grading of certain 
parameters referring to the potential and 
constraints of a specific site. In Sai Ying Pun, 
for instance, illustrated below, view > g een 
> light. 
This approach provides opportunity and 
flexibility for the urban genes as one can 
choose different performative genes for their 
intentions. The site becomes the field to test 
and modify the above new types, composed 
of various genes, for the further regeneration. 
The effects evolve and are accumulated in 
the urban process. 
T 3 . 6 ] G5 + GS 
,s sizes of units are possible, in 
in to the different amount of 
that the occupants can obtain 
inside. This gives variety and 
B. Furthermore, g5 tries to offer 
•tunitytooptimizethe enjoyment 
e exterior view from the bay 
)w, generated from the analysis 
visual obstacles outside. 
gta perf 
void s t r u c t u r e 
The g5 windows illustrate how the 
space is structured in the urban context. 
Similarly, sunlight behaves in a complex 
way, in response to the surroundings. 
The condition is tranlated in g6 green 
enveope, which provides balconies, 
possibly for planters but also in a 
negotiation that not to block the direct 
sunlight to the underneath. 
1 
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EVOLO - ZO 1 • SKYSCRAPER CICIMPETITIAN 
EVOLO - 2010 Skyscraper Competi t ion 
Reqistf3tion Number: 0810 
Name: Yick Ho Alvin KUNG, Student 
Ka Yi Jennifer CHENG, Architectural Assistant 
Email:alvin.kung.yh@gmail.com 
IJrhan Gene Therapy 
Parametric RelGeneration 
Gene therapy is applicable as a parametric system to change urban regeneration 
Objectives 
To challenge the common top-down, development strategy in the Chinese context which usually leads to standard 
monotonous structure, neglecting the environment the proposal aims to develop a tactic to provide opportunities for 
spontaneous regeneration, through a digital experiment of a particular architectural typology, single tower skyscraper. 
By exploring a generic prototype that can be applied to high-density fabric, it can evolve as varied elements, according 
to environmental forces and local constraints. On potential plots, performative residential skyscrapers are introduced 
as the generative elements for public spaces and cityscape. Such an urban injection could be a counter proposal of 
the conventional renewal approach, like an organ transplant; a neighborhood is completely replaced by a large-scale 
new development. 
Keywords 
Parametric System, Performative, Environment, Multiscalar 
Prototyping 
Cities are perceived as dynamic matters; this increased level of articulated complexity can be realized by parametric 
design systems. Thus, systematic, adaptive, variation and continuous differentiation concerns design tasks from 
urbanism to tectonic detail. The first part of project is to extract the existing gene of a pencil tower, a typical typology in 
Hong Kong, by imagining a case study as a real parametric practice. The residential tower is chosen as a prototype for 
experiment because of its appropriate scale to demonstrate and high popularity in the city. The proposal is to regenerate 
f rom such p r o t o t y p e by rep lac ing these genes w i th environmental considerations so that it answers to the m o n o t o n y 
and loss of individuality of recent developments, enhancing physical comfort and spatial quality. Learning from the 
fabulous time, cost and material-efficient towers in Hong Kong, the project tries to remodel its recipe and to re-create 
new type of skyscrapers out of it. 
Gene Exploration 
r^jsed L n the panotvpe, machines and tools 3fe developed, mainly by Rhino VBScript and its plug-in Grasshopper to 
redefine the massing and envelope from generic lots, at local scale, with environmental and tectonics considerations. 
To reconfigure urban blocks and prepare conditions for better habitats, the design rules are sought to achieve required 
plot ratio, but to optimize interior and exterior qualityb^sed on the environmental and climate data render ed from the 
developed abstract machines. By injecting such a gene into potent ial plots, through phasing approach, the conditions 
for activities and cityscape, start to evolve and a new urban typology emerges. The project could then be more 
sensitive and thus, respond react to climate ^ndi environmental changes. 
Adaptability 
After the actions, feedback loops are needed, enabling cont inuous ref inement of the global project based on 
performative and environmental information. This is revealed by interrogating the digital model via simulat ion and 
analysis (such as spatial visibility, dayl ighting, f ini te e lement analysis, acoustic behavior, etc), by chiefly Ecotect. All of the 
proposed actions in the system refer to appropriate architectural intentions. It is essential to evaluate how the actions 
benefit various stakeholders, including developer, occupant and the community. As the evaluation is justified from a 
generic abstract model, it has to be calibrated, according to specific locality, social issues, other potentials and 
constraints. The system proposed considers architecture not formally but on its performance. The site becomes the field 
to test and modify the genes for the further regeneration. The effects evolve and are accumulated in the urban 
integration process. Skyscraper, therefore, instead of merely being an individual architecture, acts and reacts with one 
another, restructures the city. 
Flexibility 
The objective of the proposal is to oppose the routine renewal strategies by implementing a new regeneration approach, 
in which the elements create conditions for performative architecture, public spaces and change the cityscapes. There 
is a possibility that the chosen redeveloped lots collectively re-create a new urbanism. The local-global methodology 
enables the emergence of new architectural effects out of wholes that are not reducible to their parts. Flexibility is 
achieved because the system gives justification on performance level, which allows one to choose different operations 
to generate his/her skyscraper, as long as certain performative quality is met. That means similar level of performance but 
vast variations of product. While the decentralized, modi f ied genes are in effect, cities grow organically and in an 
evolutionary way, giving a multiplier effect at the community level. 
Summary 
Back to the very first statement that cities are dynamic matters, this is not aim to define or design an idea!prototype to 
solve every problem in the complex urban situation in Hong Kong, but to illustrate a multiscalar system for broad based 
application that architects can use to regenerate the city in a more performative and responsive way. It is expected that 
increasing emergent types will be created if one tackles a specific scenario with unique architectural intentions each 
time. As seen from the proposal, it is not about one single skyscraper but a system that could generate and replicate 
many other possibilities and variations for the future of skyscraper creation. This parametric system is all about 
adaptabflfty, flexibilityopportunity. 
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N O R M A N T R A V E L L I N G S C H O L A R S H I P 2 0 L • 
RIBA m 
The RIBA Norman Foster Travelling Scholarship 2010 
Application Form 
I'ILM C^ (.' i isi ia- i lr . it: 
• L I U - a p p l i f . u i i >11 T ( > I n i is siu,iu (.l 1 > \ ( IK- I k I I D O F S c h o o l I'scc M - C T I O D 1) O L th is … m 
• h t tk-scnprioi i t»t' tlic project “ rypcil ami inscrn cl mr ‘ t^ i rioii B <it rhis h>rm. 
Internal Reference No: NF 10 — Date received: 
Personal Details 
Title Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms etc: 
Full name: 
Mr 
Kung Yick Ho Alvin 
Correspondence Address: 
Email: alvin.kunq.vh@qmail.com Te No: (852) 9183 8484 
School of Architecture: The Chinese University 
of Hong Kong 
Year of study: Year 5 
(MArch 2) 
65 Portland Place 
LoncJon WIB IAD UK 
Tel +44 (0)20 7580 5533 
Fa* +44 (0)20 7255 1541 
info@inst.nba.org 
www.archrtecture-com 
Public Information line 
0905 302 0400’ 
B. Description of project 
This section is for you to provide a summary of your project in no more than 200 words. 
Please state the title of your proposed travel project, the period in which you would travel, 
where you intend to travel and the aims. The text must by typed and inserted into section B. 
Rethinking Skyscrapers: 
[Rellnterpretation of Density. Verticalitv and Sustainabilitv of Traditional Skvdties 
"Density offers hope: If we stack the inhabitants vertically, we liberate territory for the nature. 
This research aims to learn from precedent skyscrapers, rather than commonly accepted 
after Modernist and technology, informing the future generation of skycities. 
Time Place Sianificance 
09-15JUN10 Pueblo Taos, Sustainable dwellings for oldest continuously 
USA inhabited settlements 
16-22 Habitat, Marriage of vernacular and technology, 
Canada new solution to density 
23-29 Mont St. Michel, Adaptive re-use sacred skycity grew through 
France centuries 
30-06JUL10 San Gimignano, Medieval towers: skyscrapers from symbols 
Italy to city nodes 
07-13 Ksour Medenine, Communal courtyards created by ghorfa 
Tunisia modules with environmental concerns 
14-20 Shibam, Early urban planning based on vertical 
Yemen construction by local materials 
21-27 Masouleh, Interconnected walking yards and roofs, 
Iran following natural landscapes 
28-02AUG10 Tulou, Fujian Typical integrated high-dense living with 
China performative quality 
Skyscrapers in Hong Kong achieve excellence in time-efficiency and cost-effectiveness. The 
extreme usually devastates identity and creativity, leading to the monotony of building and city. 
Rediscovering early skycity traditions, driven by needs of habitation, the project could 
reinterpret the meaning of skyscrapers, with the aim to enhance quality and sustainsbility of 
our urban life. 
Rrjivcfc-dCr 
yAT Ri rii',ti;r 
(NumbO' •!! 
•( 1”X‘<.- ZO. The RIBA Norman Foster Travelling Scholarship 2010 
M c j n t SI M i c t i f l 
H j b i t a t , M o n t r e a l 
P u e W o TJOS 
San Glrnignano 
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RETHINKING SKYSCRAPERS: 
Rejlnterpretation of Density, Verticality 
and Sustainability of Traditional Skycities 
Kung Yick Ho Alvin I School of Architecture. The Chinese University of Hong Kong I HK I MArch 2 
Shibam, YEMEN 
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31 March 2010 
Dear Mr Kung, 
FuturArc Prize 2010 
Congratulations! You have won First Place in the Student category in the FuturArc Prize 2010 competition 
for the design of a sustainable home. With over 800 competition registrations, you can be very proud of 
your achievement in this international Green design competition. 
BCl Asia Awards 2010 
As First Place winner in the Student category, you will receive a cash prize of SGDSGD4,000 and a 2-year 
subscription to FuturArc journal. 
We're happy to invite you to receive your award at a prize giving ceremony during BCl Asia Awards 2010 at 
Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre on Thursday, 3 June 2010 for which you/and your team 
member will enjoy free entry. 
Please return the attached Award Acceptance Form before 9 April 2010 (Friday) by email to Ms Nana 
Sulina at n.sulina@bciasia.com or by fax to +65 6538 6896 to confirm your attendance to accept the award. 
Publication 
As First Place winner of FuturArc Prize 2010, your entry will also be published in a special supplement in 
the FuturArc annual Green edition and on the FuturArc website. As such, please submit the following 
materials by 9 April 2010 (Friday): 
• The high resolution files of the panels in 300 PPI 
• A personal biography of not more than 100 words. For team entries, please submit individual 
biographies (of not more than 100 words each) of each member. Names should be reflected in 
<first name> <last name> order. 
• A high resolution personal portrait in 300 PPI. For team entries, please submit a group photo. 
Please send these materials to Ms Lee Bee Luen at bl.lee@futurarc.com. Contact number: +65 6536 7197. 
Thank you for participating in FuturArc Prize 2010. 
All the best for your future designs, 
• : / … 
Thor Kerr 
Managing Director, BCl Asia 
FUTURA I^C 
Prize 2010 
Gil ( .en [)(?sic|n C o m JHUK) 
H o m e foi- ECOLOGICCD L i v i n g in ASM 
PHILIPS 
student 
Ranking Salutation Last Name First Name 
First Prize Mr Kung Yick Ho Alvin 
Second Prize Mr Hongsachum Ong-Art 
Third Prize Mr Teoh Ren Jie 
Ms Vanichyangguranont Chompunuch 
Citation/Merit 
Salutation Last Name First Name 
M Subhie Azan 
Mr Chen Zichao 
Mr Nuanparnworachart Pimamraz 
With over 800 competition registrations, they can be very proud of their achievement in this 
international Green design competition. 
The winners will be presented with their prizes at the BCI Asia Awards 2010 held in May 
and June 2010. Winning entries will also be published on the FuturArc website at a later 
date and in the 3Q FuturArc Green Issue 2010 (to be released in mid June). 
FuturArc Prize 2010 is sponsored by Philips (http://www.philips.com.sg) and jointly 
supported by the following leading organisations at the forefront of sustainability 
• World Green Building Council 
• Professional Green Building Council, Hong Kong 
• American Institute of Architects Hong Kong 
• Business Environment Council. Hong Kong 
• The Hong Kong Institute of Architects 
• Green Building Council of Australia 
• Vietnam Green Building Council 
• Building Construction Authority. Singapore 
• Singapore Institute of Architects 
• Ikatan Arsitek Indonesia 
• Green Building Council of Indonesia 
• Philippines Green Building Council 
About the Competition 
The FuturArc Prize was launched in 2007 by the BCI Group of Companies through its 
publication arm, FuturArc Journal, to seek out innovative Green building designs for sites in 
Australasia. The Competition has two objectives; first, to create a platform for talented 
individuals—professionals and students—who are keen on environmental issues: second, 
to encourage the construction industry as a whole to move towards sustainable design 
l iitiirArc Pri/e 2010 
Urban (icne Therapy: 
Pa rj inet ric I Rc I ( n e r a t ion 
User ID: S_U8346 
Category: Student Individual 
Site: Hong Kong 
Hypothesis 
Gene therapy is applicable as a parametric system to change urban regeneration 
Objectives 
To challenge the common top-down, development strategy in the Chinese context, which usually leads to 
standard monotonous structure, neglecting the environment, the proposal aims to develop a tactic to provide 
opportunities for spontaneous regeneration, through a digital experiment of a particular architectural typology, 
single tower. By exploring a generic prototype that can be applied to high-density fabric, it can evolve as 
varied elements, according to environmental forces and local constraints. On potential plots, performative 
residential towers are introduced as the generative elements for public spaces and cityscape. Such an urban 
injection could be a counter proposal of the conventional renewal approach, like an organ transplant; a 
neighborhood is completely replaced by a large-scale new development. 
Keywords 
Parametric System, Performative, Environment, Multiscalar 
WELL BEING [Prototyping] 
Cities are perceived as dynamic matters; this increased level of articulated complexity can be realized by 
parametric design systems. Thus, systematic, adaptive, variation and continuous differentiation concerns 
design tasks from urbanism to tectonic detail. The first part of project is to extract the existing gene of a pencil 
tower, a typical typology in Hong Kong, by imagining a case study as a real parametric practice. The residential 
tower is chosen as a prototype for experiment because of its appropriate scale to demonstrate and high popularity 
in the city. The proposal is to regenerate from such prototype by replacing these genes with environmental 
considerations so that it answers to the monotony and loss of individuality of recent developments, enhancing 
physical and psychological comfort. 
ADAPTATION [Gene Exploration] 
Based on the prototype, machines and tools are developed, mainly by Rhino VBScript and its plug-in 
Grasshopper to redefine the massing and envelope from generic lots, at local scale, with environmental and 
tectonics considerations. To reconfigure urban blocks and prepare conditions for better habitats, the design rules 
are sought to achieve required plot ratio, but to optimize interior and exterior quality based on the 
environmental and climate data rendered from the developed abstract machines. By injecting such a gene into 
potential plots, through phasing approach, the conditions for activities and cityscape, start to evolve and a new 
urban typology emerges. The project could then be more sensitive and thus, respond and react to climate and 
environmental changes. 
COMUNNITY [Site Adaptation] 
After the actions, feedback loops are needed, enabling continuous refinement of the global project based on 
performative and environmental information. This is revealed by interrogating the digital model via simulation 
and analysis (such as spatial visibility, day lighting, finite element analysis, acoustic behavior, etc), by chiefly 
Ecotect. All of the proposed actions in the system refer to appropriate architectural intentions. It is essential to 
evaluate how the actions benefit various stakeholders, including developer, occupant and the community. As the 
evaluation is justified from a generic abstract model, it has to be calibrated, according to specific locality, social 
issues, other potentials and constraints. Therefore, the site becomes the field to test and modify the genes for the 
further regeneration. The effects evolve and are accumulated in the urban integration process. 
REPLICABILITY [Outcome] 
The objective of the proposal is to oppose the routine renewal strategies by implementing a new regeneration 
approach, in which the elements create conditions for performative architecture, public spaces and change the 
cityscapes. There is a possibility that the chosen redeveloped lots collectively re-create a new urbanism. The 
local-global methodology enables the emergence of new architectural effects out of wholes that are not 
reducible to their parts. While the decentralized, modified genes are in effect, cities grow organically and in an 
evolutionary way, giving a multiplier effect at the community level. Back to the very first statement that cities 
are dynamic matters, this is not aim to define or design an ideal prototype to solve every problem in the complex 
urban situation in Hong Kong, but to illustrate a multiscalar system for broad based application that architects 
can use to regenerate the city in a more performative and responsive way. It is expected that increasing emergent 
types will be created if one tackles a specific scenario with unique architectural intentions each time. This 
parametric system is all about flexibility, opportunity and replicability. 
P A R A M E T R I C [RE]GENERATION 
• 
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Urban Gene Therapy: 
Parametric [Re]Generation 
Student: Kung Yick Ho Alvin—0701 06 
Advisor: Marc Aurel Schnabel 
Hypothesis [Why?] 
Gene therapy is applicable as a parametric system to change urban regeneration 
Objectives [What?] 
To challenge the common top-down, development strategy in the Chinese context, which usually 
leads to standard monotonous structure, neglecting the environment the thesis aims to develop a 
tactic to provide opportunities for spontaneous regeneration, through a digital experiment of a 
particular architectural typology^ single tower. By exploring a generic prototype that can be applied 
to high-density fabric, it can evolve as varied elements, according to environmental forces and local 
constraints. On potential plots, performative residential towers are introduced as the generative 
elements for public spaces and cityscape. Such an urban injection could be a counter proposal of 
the conventional renewal approach, like an organ transplant; a neighborhood is completely replaced 
by a large-scale new development. 
Keywords 
Parametric System, Performative, Environment, Multiscaiar 
Process [How?] 
1—Research [Prototyping] 
Cities are perceived as dynamic matters; this increased level of articulated complexity can be realized 
by parametric design systems. Thus, systematic, adaptive, variation and continuous differentiation 
concerns design tasks from urbanism to tectonic detail. The first part of thesis is to extract the 
existing gene of a pencil tower, a typical typology in Hong Kong, by imagining a case study asarea! 
parametric practice. The research is to regenerate from such prototype by replacing these genes 
2 Action [Genes Exploration] 
Based on the prototype, machines tools are developed, mainly by Rhino VBScript and its plug-in 
Grasshopper to redefine the massing and envelope from generic lots, at local scale, with 
environmental and tectonics considerations. To reconfigure urban blocks and prepare conditions for 
better habitats, the design rules are sought to achieve required plot ratio, but to optimize interior 
and exterior quality. By injecting such a gene into potential plots, through phasing approach, the 
conditions for activities and cityscape, start to evolve and a new urban typology emerges. 
3 Evaluation [Site Adaptation] 
After the actions, feedback loops are needed, enabling continuous refinement of the global 
project based on performative and environmental information. This is revealed by interrogating the 
digital model via simulation and analysis (such as spatial visibility, daylighting, finite element analysis, 
acoustic behavior, etc), by chiefly Ecotect. Therefore, the site becomes the field to test and modify 
the genes for the further regeneration. The effects evolve and are accumulated in the urban process. 
Outcome 
The objective of the thesis is to oppose the routine renewal strategies by implementing a new 
regeneration approach, in which the elements create conditions for different public spaces, and 
change the cityscape by letting nature grow within us. There is a possibility that the chosen 
redeveloped lots collectively re-create a new urbanism. The local-global methodology enables the 
emergence of new architectural effects out of wholes that are not reducible to their parts. While the 
decentralized, modified genes are in effect, cities grow organically and in an evolutionary way. 
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